PROFESSIONAL SPLIT END REPAIRING TREATMENT

In order to yield a perfect result every time, Brazilian Blowout elite stylists always follow the manufacturer instructions and pay attention to detail. This ensures that you not only perform the treatment correctly, but eliminates product waste and, most importantly, delivers the results that meet your clients’ expectations.

What You’ll Need:

- Brazilian Blowout Professional Split End Repairing Solution
- Blow Dryer
- Professional Flat Iron *(We Recommend The Brazilian Blowout Pro-Digital Flat Iron)*
- Color Applicator Brush
- Round Boar Bristle Brush
- Fine Tooth Comb
- Hair Clips
- Nitrile Gloves

How To Perform The Treatment:

Split End Repairing Treatment is designed as an add-on service to repair damaged ends, prevent further breakage and to preserve and prolong the shape of precision cuts.

1 PREPARING THE HAIR

- Begin with shampooed, **thoroughly rinsed** and, slightly damp hair
- Do not use Anti-Residue Shampoo

2 APPLICATION & SOLUTION AMOUNTS

- With hair slightly damp, apply Split End Repairing solution with an applicator brush onto the bottom 2-3 inches of hair or where you see damage
- Use an average of 1/4 oz. Clients with thick, long or extremely damaged ends you will use **slightly** more product
- Comb product through the ends, ensuring even distribution

3 BLOW DRY

- Blow dry the hair as smooth as possible using a round boar bristle brush with wood core
- Use medium heat
- Keep blow dryer at least 2” away from hair to avoid product burn off
- It is not recommended to use a metal or ceramic brush

4 FLAT IRON

Flat ironing seals in the product. We recommend using the Brazilian Blowout ProDigital Flat Iron.

- Flat iron 2” to 3” size sections where solution was applied
- Use a temperature of 380°F to to fuse the product into the hair
- Using a comb/flat-iron method, pass over each section 2 to 3 times with a smooth controlled pass; using light tension and gliding through the ends

How It Works:

- **Brazilian Super Nutrient Complex™**
- **Thermo-Marine Bonding System™**

Once you have finished flat ironing the treatment is complete. **The hair does not need to be rinsed.** The client is free to exercise, swim, put the hair in a ponytail, clip or bun without worry.

The Brazilian Blowout Professional Split End Repairing Treatment must be performed by licensed professional stylists. If the Brazilian Blowout Professional Split End Repairing Solution is ingested or comes in contact with eyes, call a physician. If you are nursing or pregnant do not use this product. Keep out of reach of children.
After receiving a Brazilian Blowout Split End Repairing Treatment, we recommend clients use the following Acai Aftercare and Styling products to prolong the reparative and protective benefits as hair is washed and styled in between treatments.

Acai Anti-Frizz Shampoo (12 oz.)
This sulfate-free cleansing system maintains the vital moisture and protein balance needed for optimal smoothness and frizz-free hair.

Acai Anti-Frizz Conditioner (12 oz.)
Infuses vital moisture and essential nutrients while coating the hair with smoothing proteins that fortify and seal the cuticle. Locks-in moisture, locks-out humidity, protects hair color and promotes smooth, radiant frizz-free hair.

Acai Deep Conditioning Masque (8 oz.)
Our "mini-Brazilian Blowout in a tube!" A creamy, rich, intense conditioning masque drenches the hair by coating each hair strand with nutritive proteins to eliminate frizz, promote shine and guarantee long-lasting results.

Acai Daily Smoothing Serum (8 oz.)
Detangles, conditions and seals the cuticle to lock-in moisture and lock-out humidity.

Acai Protective Thermal Straightening Balm (8 oz.)
This powerful heat-activated formulation straightens waves/curls and tames frizzies while protecting the hair from heat styling and environmental stresses. 100% humidity resistant.

Acai Brazilian Dry Oil (3.4 oz.)
Enjoy the smoothing and strengthening benefits of an oil without weighing hair down. This fast-absorbing, lightweight formula reconstructs even the most damaged strands while adding brilliant shine. Will not build up or alter color. Use on wet or dry hair.